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Abstract—A correct reputation management system can differ-
entiate between low-quality and high-quality data providers in an
Internet of Things (IoT) data marketplace. There are challenges
in designing an unbiased and secure reputation management
system that can not be manipulated by wrong feedbacks or
wrong aggregation of feedbacks. In this paper, we develop a
decentralised reputation management system for the IoT data
marketplace that prevents biased selection and aggregation of
reputation feedback. The proposed reputation management sys-
tem uses blockchain offline channels, which makes the solution
secure, unbiased, scalable, and least costly. We prove the security
and correctness of the proposed reputation management system
and present its experimental evaluation using simulation of data
marketplace and blockchains.

Index Terms—IoT, Data marketplace; Reputation manage-
ment; Bitcoin; Lightning Network; Blockchain Offline channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an Internet of Things (IoT) data marketplace there are
three entities (1) data providers, (2) data consumers, and (3)
data brokers. The data brokers act as match-makers between
a data provider and a data consumer. The quality of data
in a data marketplace is a big concern. A correct reputation
management system can identify bad data providers. However,
malicious behaviour of data consumers and data brokers may
also affect the correctness of a reputation management system.
In this paper, we propose a reputation management system that
considers all such malicious entities.

Blockchains can be a useful platform to host a decentralised
IoT data marketplace. Smart contracts are commonly used
to act as a data broker in such a decentralised IoT data
marketplace. However, executing data trade operations via
smart contracts may be costly. Also, public blockchains such
as Ethereum, Bitcoin have a scalability problem. In this paper,
we develop a decentralised reputation management system for
the IoT data marketplace. We advance the state of the art in
reputation management for IoT data marketplace as follows:
• Correlated reputation: We proposed a reputation manage-

ment system that correlates reputations of data providers,
data brokers, and data consumers in such a way that
if one entity had given negative feedback about another
entity but the reputation of the other entity is eventually
increased then the entity who had provided negative
feedback loses its reputation.

• Economical feasibility: We used data brokers in this
reputation management system. The proposed reputation
management system uses a blockchain offline channel
network, and these brokers invest to build such a network.
In return, they get a financial benefit for executing the
reputation management operation.

• Scalability: We execute the proposed reputation man-
agement algorithm in blockchain offline channels. It
significantly improves the scalability of the solution as
the number of transactions needed to be recorded in the
blockchain is greatly reduced.

• Low fee: As we execute the reputation management
system in blockchain offline channels we reduce the cost
of executing the reputation management operations by
reducing the number of transactions.

• Competitive reputation score calculation: In the proposed
reputation management system, the data brokers act as
betting houses where the data buyers place bets on the
reputation of the data sellers. The data broker may deploy
its own algorithm to find the accurate reputation of the
data sellers and announce the betting odds accordingly.
The accuracy of the algorithm to predict the reputation of
the sellers will determine the revenue for the data brokers.
This allows the proposed solution to be extended further
by data brokers as they may deploy machine learning-
based algorithm to accurately find the reputation of the
data sellers.

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we discuss
related literature, in Section 3 we describe our solution, in
Section 4 we present an analysis of the solution, in Section
5 we present an experimental evaluation of the proposed
solution, and we conclude the paper in Section 6.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

In [1] the authors developed a flexible reputation man-
agement model for IoTs, which chooses the best reputation
model based on the current environment of the sensor. In
[2] the authors developed a reputation model for a peer-to-
peer network where one peer provides feedback about service
provided by another peer. In [3] the authors developed a
decentralised infrastructure for edge computing and IoTs. In
[4] the authors proposed group formation among IoTs based on
their reputation using blockchains. In [5] the authors developed
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proposed a centralised trust management system for IoTs using
a centralised trust manager. In [6] the authors developed a
trust management system for social IoTs. In [7] the authors
developed a social IoT model [8] using trust relations among
the sensors. In [9] the authors proposed a trust calculation
method where a user may have personal and non-personal trust
values. In [10] the authors developed a reputation system for
IoT data marketplace using Ethereum. In [11] the authors de-
veloped a smart contract-based reputation management method
for IoTs. In [12] the authors developed a decentralised IoT data
marketplace with blockchain. In [13] the authors developed
a smart-contract-based data trade model for IoT. In [14] the
authors proposed a payment settlement method in IoT data
marketplace using blockchains. In this paper, we used proof of
work-based blockchains. Proof of work-based blockchains was
proposed in [15]. There are several variations of blockchains
in terms of consensus protocols. Offline channels for Bitcoin,
i.e., Bitcoin Lightning network was proposed in [16], which
allows peers to create and transfer funds among them without
frequently updating the blockchain. Similar networks were
proposed for Ethereum [17] and credit networks [18].

III. DECENTRALISED REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

A. Blockchain and IoT networks

An IoT data marketplace will consist of a set of data buyers,
data sellers, and a set of betting houses that will manage the
reputation of the buyers and the sellers. In this paper, we will
use Bitcoin or proof of work-based public blockchain as the
blockchain. The buyers in this IoT data marketplace, are the
devices or applications seeking IoT data and the sellers are IoT
devices providing sensing data. We will denote the buyers as
the set B = (B1, . . . , Bn) and the sellers as the set S =
(S1, . . . , Sm). The betting houses will allow the buyers to bet
on the reputation of the sellers and they will maintain the
betting odds of the sellers. The betting odds of the sellers
will denote the reputation of the sellers. The reputation of
the buyers will be their investments, i.e., the bets they have
placed. All actors of this IoT data marketplace will establish
uni-directional channels with each other to place bets on the
reputation of the sellers.

B. Unidirectional Offline Channel

Blockchain offline channels [16] uses multi-signature ad-
dresses to open an offline channel among peers of the
blockchain. This offline channel [16] is bidirectional and
potentially infinite, i.e., it can execute the infinite number of
transfers between two peers provided they do not close the
channel and each of them has sufficient funds. We construct
an offline channel for proof of work-based public blockchain
with the following properties:
• We construct a uni-directional channel between two

peers, i.e., only one peer can send funds to another peer
of this channel.

• We construct a uni-directional channel that can be used
for a finite number of transfers from a designated peer to
another peer.

The procedure for creating the uni-directional channel from
A to B (A transfers token to B)is as follows: Let A and B
are two peers of the channel network H . MA,B is a multi-
signature address between A and B. This is a unidirectional
channel from A to B.

1) A creates a set of k (k is a positive even integer)
random strings S1

A, . . . , S
k
A. Using these random strings

A creates a set of Hashes h1A = Hash(S1
A), h

2
A =

Hash(S2
A), . . . , h

k
A = Hash(Sk

A) where Hash is Hash
function (using SHA256). A creates a Merkle tree height
D = Log2k using these Hashes. In this tree there are k
leaf nodes and k−1 non-leaf nodes of this Merkle tree.
We denote the non-leaf nodes as H1

A, . . . ,H
(k − 1)A.

2) B creates a set of D − 1 random strings and corre-
sponding Hashes H1

B , . . . ,H
D−1
B such that there is a

lexicographic order among these Hashes with Hi
B ≤

Hi+1
B . We will call Hx

B is ranked more than Hy
B if the

lexicographic order of Hx
B is more than Hy

B .
3) A will create a Hashed time locked contract as follows:

a) Let A wants to transfer 1−d/D tokens to B where
d ≤ D.

b) From the multi-signature address MA,B 1 token
will be given to A after time T (will be measured
as the number of new blocks to be created from
the current block in the blockchain) if B does not
claim these tokens by producing the key to any
non-leaf node Hx

A of the Merkle tree created by
A, which is at a distance d from the root of the
Merkle tree.

c) If B produces the key to such a Hash Hx
A at

depth d then (1 − d/D) tokens will be given to
B and remaining d/D tokens will be given to A
if it can produce the key to a hash Hx

B in the
set H1

B , . . . ,H
D−1
B , which is ranked more than d

hashes in this set.

4) A will sign this Hashed Time Locked Contract (HTLC)
and send it to B.

5) Now A will send a transaction to MA,B of amount 1+ε
token with the Merkle tree mentioned in the transaction.
B will send ε tokens to MA,B with H1

B , . . . ,H
D
B in

the transaction data field where ε is the transaction
processing fee. More than 1 token can be transferred
by A. We are using 1 token as an example.

6) Before the next transfer from A to B, A will send the
keys to the subset of Hashes h1A, . . . , h

k
A, which can

generate the Hash Hx
A. Fig. 1b(b) shows the sequence

of subsets of non-leaf nodes of the Merkle tree, which A
should reveal before each transfer of amount 1/D−1. It
will be possible for A to transfer multiples of 1/D − 1
tokens to B, in such a case multiple subsets of non-leaf
Hashes of the Merkle tree will be revealed by A.

Note that,

• B signs and publishes the HTLC to claim the tokens. It
gets the most number of tokens by using the last known
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Fig. 1: (a) Procedure of creating unidirectional offline chan-
nels, (b) sequence of keys given by A to transfer fund to B
.

keys of the Merkle tree leaf nodes. Thus, B will always
use the last known keys of this Merkle tree leaf node.

• The channel is secure as A can not transfer to B more
than the current balance of the channel as B will know
the current balance by finding the non-leaf nodes from the
keys supplied by A and depth of such a non-leaf node.

• All peers of the blockchain will know the existence of
this channel and Hashes used in creating the channel as
transactions to MA,B are visible to all peers.

C. Channel network formation
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Blockx

S1 S2 S3 S4
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C1,1 C2,1 C3,1 C4,1

Blockx+1
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channels 

with sellers, 
settle all 
bets with 

sellers. 

Fig. 2: Sequence of channel network creation in the IoT data
marketplace

The channel network among the data buyers, sellers, and
brokers (betting houses) will be constructed as follows:

1) The unidirectional channels with the betting houses will
have a life span of x new blocks.

2) A betting house at the block Blockx−1 will settle all
bets and close all channels. Channels can be closed by
publishing HTLCs to the blockchain.

3) A betting house will create channels with all sellers and
these channels will be created in the block Blockx. No
further channels with the sellers will be created after
the creation of the block Blockx. A betting house will
create two channels ‘to’ and ‘from’ each seller.
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Fig. 3: (a) Channel creation from a buyer to a betting house,
(b)Channel creation from a betting house to a buyer.

4) Each betting house can open channels with all sellers.
5) From block Blockx+1 to Block2x any buyer can estab-

lish a channel with a betting house and place a bet on
the reputation of a seller.

6) At the block Block2x all channels to and from the
betting house will be closed.

7) The betting house can again facilitate betting on the
reputation of the sellers by repeating the above steps.

D. Channel between a buyer and a betting house

The procedure to open a channel between a buyer and a
betting house is as follows:

1) The procedure is the same as opening a uni-directional
channel with these additional steps.

2) The buyer can check the set of sellers who established
a channel with the betting house as the sellers should
establish channels with the betting house before any
buyer can do the same. The buyer can check the previous
blockchain head for the existence of such channels.

3) Let there are n sellers who have established channels
with the betting house.

4) The buyer will create two sets of n Hashes (N1, . . . , Nn)
and (Y1, . . . , Yn). If it reveals the key to the Hash Ni

then it will mean it is betting against the reputation of
seller Si and if it reveals the key to the Hash Yi then it
will mean it is betting for the reputation of seller Si.

5) A buyer who has betted against the reputation of a seller
will win the bet if the majority of buyers have placed
bets against the reputation of the same seller at the same
betting house otherwise it will lose.

6) A buyer who has betted for the reputation of a seller
will win the bet if the majority of buyers have placed
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bets for the reputation of the same seller at the same
betting house otherwise it will lose.

7) A buyer can place bets of amounts multiples of 1/D−1
where D is the depth of the Merkle tree from the buyer
to the betting house. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the buyer A
created the modified unidirectional channel with betting
house B.

8) After sharing the set of hashes {Ni} and {Yi} with B, A
will place the bet for any seller {Si} who has a channel
with B.

9) B will inform A about the betting odds of the reputation
of a seller Si. A will reveal its bid by revealing the key
to either Ni or Yi. As shown in Fig. 3(a), buyer A is
betting for the reputation of the seller Si.

10) Next, A will record its bet by creating an HTLC which
states the following:

a) A will get 1 token after time T (equivalent to the
creation of x new blocks from the current head
of the blockchain) if B does not claim 1 − d/D
of these tokens by presenting the key to Hc

A of
the Merkle tree created by which is at the depth
d and by presenting the ‘proof of bet’ which will
show that A lost its bet. In this example, Fig. 3(a)
A betted for the reputation of seller Si. Thus to
prove that A has lost its bet, B needs to prove
that majority of buyers have betted against the
reputation of Si. The remaining tokens will be
given to A if it can reveal the key to Hd

B .

11) After creating the above HTLC A will sign it and share
it with B. They will exchange keys to hash Hd

B and
H1

A, . . . ,H
p
A (which can reveal the key to Hc

A in the
Merkle tree).

12) This will complete A’s bet against seller Si at betting
house B. This bet will be settled after time T (after x
new blocks) when the betting house closes its channels
with the buyers.

Next, the betting house will open a complementary unidirec-
tional channel from itself to the buyer. The description of
this channel is similar to the channel from the buyer to the
betting house except, in this case, the betting house (shown in
Fig. 3(b)) will send an HTLC to the buyer. If the buyer has
betted for the reputation of the seller then the HTLC will be
as follows:

1) The buyer will get d/D tokens after time T if the betting
house does not claim these tokens by proving that the
buyer has lost the bet by presenting keys to a negative
feedbacks ({N i

j}), which is a majority (in terms of the
number of buyers who have channels with this betting
house).

2) If the buyer had betted against the reputation of the seller
then this HTLC will require proof of bet which should
show that majority of buyers have placed bets against
the seller’s reputation at this betting house.
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Fig. 4: (a) channel creation between a seller and a betting
house, (b) sequence of events in the decentralised reputation
management systems.

E. Channel between a seller and a betting house

The procedure to create a channel between a seller A and
a betting house B (shown in Fig. 4(a)) is as follows: It is the
same as the creation of a uni-directional offline channel except
in the HTLC from A to B, B can claim the tokens betted by A
if it can prove that A have lost the bet. In this case, the seller
A can only bet for its own reputation. Hence to prove that
A has lost the bet, B needs to prove that majority of buyers
have betted against Si’s reputation. It can do so by presenting
a set of keys corresponding to a subset of the set N1

i , . . . , N
m
i ,

which is a majority, i.e., more size of this subset is more than
50%. The betting house will close the channels with the seller
will be closed after all channels among the buyers and the
betting house is closed. Similar to the channel from a betting
house to a buyer, a complementary channel will be opened
from the betting house to the seller. Its description is similar
to the channel shown in Fig. 3(b).

F. Computing betting odds

A betting house needs to compute the betting odds about the
reputation of a seller. It can deploy various algorithms to do so
including machine learning-based algorithms to predict betting
odds. A simple betting odd algorithm will use the history of
bets on a seller’s reputation. At any time, there are x bets for
the reputation of the seller and y bets against the reputation
of the seller. If x > y then betting odds are 0 : 1 (indicating
that the betting house considers the seller as a reputable seller)
and it will present proof of bet as a collection of bets for the
seller. Otherwise betting odd will be 1 : 0 indicating that the
betting house considers the seller a less reputable seller and
it will present proof of bet as a collection of bets against the
seller.

G. Decentralised reputation management

In the IoT data marketplace, each actor (buyers or sellers)
will identify itself either as a buyer or as a seller as it
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participates in the data marketplace. Each actor can open
channels with a fixed total value. A seller or a buyer may
have channels with multiple betting houses (one channel with
one betting house). A seller may place its bet (that it has a
good reputation and buyers will not bet against its reputation)
by creating channels with the betting houses mentioned in the
section III-E. A buyer may place its bet for or against any
seller at any betting house with whom both the seller and the
buyer have channels. The buyer may choose one such betting
house and ask it for the betting odds. If it prefers the betting
odds then it may place its bet for or against the seller. The
reputation of a seller is its betting odds and the reputation of
buyers is the value of its bets. Fig. 2 shows the workflow of
the reputation management system, it is as follows:

1) All buyers, sellers, and betting houses will register to
the IoT data marketplace by creating an account in the
blockchain network used in the IoT data marketplace.
All such actors will be identified by their public keys.

2) Betting on the seller’s reputation occurs in cycles where
each betting cycle is executed for time x (number of
new blocks in the blockchain).

3) At the start of each betting cycle, all sellers create or
updates their channels with betting houses within a fixed
time deadline (marked with the number of new blocks
in the blockchain). By creating the channels, the sellers
place bets on their reputations.

4) Next, a buyer can create a channel with a betting house
to place bets on the reputation of the sellers.

5) A buyer must prove to a betting house that it has
permission to place a bet for/against the reputation of a
seller. The buyer should prove that it has purchased/used
the service of a seller. It can do so by presenting the key
to a Hash of a random string created by the seller. The
buyer can present the key / Hash pair to a betting house
and the betting house can check with the seller about the
authenticity of the key/hash pair presented by the buyer.

6) Next, the betting house will reveal its betting odds for
the seller and the buyer can place its bet by revealing
keys in the set {Ni, Yi} (Ni indicates that it bets against
the reputation of the seller i, Yi indicates that it bets for
the reputation of the seller).

7) This process continues for a fixed number of new blocks
as buyers place their bets.

8) A betting cycle is closed after x new blocks as the
betting houses will reveal the HTLC and proof of bets
in the blockchain network to claim tokens from the bets.

IV. ANALYSIS

Theorem 1. The decentralised reputation management system
is secure.

Proof. There are two ways HTLCs are published as channels
are closed after every betting cycle. If a buyer (seller) loses
the bet then the betting house will publish the HTLC sent by
the buyer (seller) to the betting house with proof of bets. If a
buyer (seller) wins a bet then it will publish the HTLC sent by

the betting house to the buyer (seller). We have the following
security problems:

1) A buyer (seller) may lose the bet and publish the HTLC
from the betting house to claim tokens.

2) A betting house may lose the bet and publish the HTLC
from the buyer (seller) to claim the tokens.

In the first case, the buyer (seller) will not immediately receive
the tokens as it has to wait for time T . By this time the betting
will observe the existence of this transaction in the blockchain
and claim tokens by presenting correct proof of bets. In the
second case, the betting house will not be able to create false
proof of bets. This is because:

1) The set of Hashes ({N i
j , Y

i
j }) indicating the bets to

be placed by the buyers is visible by all peers of the
blockchain as it is included in the transaction used to
create the channel from the buyer to the betting house.
Thus the betting house can not claim correct proof of
bet with false pairs of keys and Hashes.

2) A buyer does not reveal its bet for all sellers and the
betting house can not know the key to the Hashes
({N i

j , Y
i
j }). Thus the betting house can not construct

a false but correct proof of bet.

Theorem 2. The decentralised reputation management system
is correct if

k

k − 1
<

1

(y1 − 1)(y2 − 1)
(1)

where k is the number of buyers, y1 is the number of rational
buyers and y2 is the number of irrational buyers.

Proof. The reputation management system is correct if rep-
utation (betting odds) of low quality data sellers becomes
low, revenue of irrational buyers who provide false feedback
(places wrong bets intentionally) becomes low, and revenue
of irrational betting houses who provide false betting odds
becomes low. Let the demography of this marketplace is as
follows:
• Rational betting houses always announce correct betting

odds of the sellers. Irrational betting houses announce
incorrect betting odds. Initial budget of each betting house
is θ1.

• Rational Buyers place place bets against incorrect data
sellers and bets for correct data sellers. Budget of each
buyer is θ2.

• Correct Sellers provide correct data. Budget of each seller
is θ3.

Let there are y1 rational buyers and y2 irrational buyers. As
mentioned in section 4.3, all sellers arrive before the beginning
of each betting cycle and buyers arrive one at a time uniformly
at random. Let k buyers arrive in a betting cycle. We assume
that each seller has channels with all betting houses and each
buyer has channels with all betting houses. The change in
funds of a rational betting house is as follows: The probability
that a buyer will place a bet at a betting house is 1

x where x is
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the number of betting houses. The probability that the buyer
is rational is 1

y1
and irrational is 1

y2
. The probability that the

buyer is placing bets on an incorrect seller is 1
z2

and on a
correct seller is 1

z1
.

The rational betting house will lose fund if majority of k
buyers (1+ k

2 = k1) are are irrational buyers. The probability
that there is 1 irrational buyer among a set of k buyers is k

y2
.

The probability that there are 2 irrational buyers among a set
of k buyers is

p2 =

First occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

y2
+ · · ·+ 1

y2

+
1

y1

First occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

k−2︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

y2
+ · · ·+ 1

y2

+
1

y1

2 1

y2
×

k−3︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

y2
+ · · ·+ 1

y2
+ . . .

+
1

y1

k−2 1

y2
×

1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

y2
+ · · ·+ 1

y2

=
1

y2

2

[
1

y1

k

k − 1
+

1

y1

2 k − 1

k − 2
+ · · ·+ 1

y1

k−2
]

The probability that there are 3 irrational buyers among a
set of k buyers is

p3 =

First occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

occurs 2 times in next k-1︷︸︸︷
p2

+
1

y1

first occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

occurs 2 times in next k-2︷︸︸︷
p2

+ . . .

+
1

y1

k−2 1

y2
×

occurs 2 times in next 2︷︸︸︷
p2

Thus the probability that there are k/2 irrational buyers
among a set of k buyers is

pk/2 =

first occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k-1︷ ︸︸ ︷
pk/2−1

+
1

y1

first occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y2
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k-2︷︸︸︷
p2

+ . . .

+
1

y1

k/2−1
first occurrence︷︸︸︷

1

y2
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k/2-1︷ ︸︸ ︷
pk/2−1

Similarly, the probability that there are 2 rational buyers
among a set of k buyers is

p′2 =
1

y1

2

[
1

y2

k

k − 1
+

1

y2

2 k − 1

k − 2
+ · · ·+ 1

y2

k−2
]

The probability that there are k/2 rational buyers among a
set of k buyers is

p′k/2 =

first occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y1
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k-1︷ ︸︸ ︷
p′k/2−1

+
1

y2

first occurrence︷︸︸︷
1

y1
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k-2︷ ︸︸ ︷
p′k/2−1

+ . . .

+
1

y2

k/2−1
first occurrence︷︸︸︷

1

y1
×

occurs k/2 -1 times in next k/2-1︷ ︸︸ ︷
p′k/2−1

Following should not hold (we will find the conditions so that
it does not hold):

p2 > p′2

[y1
k

k − 1
+
∑

(
1

y1

i

) +
∑

(
1

y1

i 1

k − i
)]

>

[y2
k

k − 1
+
∑

(
1

y2

i

) +
∑

(
1

y2

i 1

k − i
)]

As y1 > y2 the above equation is a contradiction if

y1
k

k − 1
+
∑

(
1

y1

i

) < y2
k

k − 1
+

∑
(
1

y2

i

)

k

k − 1
(y1 − y2) <

y1 − y2
(y1 − 1)(y2 − 1)

k

k − 1
<

1

(y1 − 1)(y2 − 1)
(2)

If p′2 > p2 then p′3 > p3 because y1 > y2. Following this
process we conclude that p′k/2 > pk/2. As the probability of
having a majority of rational buyers in each betting cycle is
higher than the opposite, the rational betting houses will lose
fewer bets than irrational betting houses. As all actors start
with a constant budget irrational betting houses will eventually
lose all of their funds. As rational betting houses will persist in
this betting system, betting odds for all sellers will be correct.

We note the following:
• In the proposed reputation management system for data

marketplace, betting houses keep the reputation records
and the rational betting house will gain revenue from it.
This will encourage them to invest and build the rep-
utation management platform by joining the blockchain
network.

• As the reputation management operations are executed
in the offline channels by exchanging HTLCs, it records
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very few transactions in the blockchain. Thus the pro-
posed solution is scalable.

• As very few transactions are recorded in the blockchain
the cost of running blockchain operations in terms of
blockchain transaction fees is very low.

• Betting houses can develop their own algorithm for
predicting betting odds. More precise these algorithms,
the more accurate the betting odds. With better algorithms
betting houses will have more revenue from bets. This
will allow further development of the proposed reputa-
tion management solution and its integration with data
analytics solutions to predict more accurate betting odds.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed decentralised reputation manage-
ment with a simulation of the data marketplace using agent-
based modelling of the marketplace and blockchain. We use
the blockchain simulator used in [19]. In this evaluation, we
use two types of buyers, rational buyers (who bet as per the
performance of the data seller) and irrational buyers (who do
the opposite of rational buyers). There are two types of data
sellers, good data sellers provide correct data and bad data
seller sales incorrect data. The buyers arrive (places bet) one
at a time and a buyer is chosen uniformly at random. We want
to show that, the decentralised reputation management system
is correct despite the random arrival of the buyers. We use a set
of 10000 buyers with 40% irrational buyers chosen uniformly
at random. There are 100 sellers with 40% bad sellers. We
used two betting houses one rational and another one irrational.
A betting house uses historical betting data to determine the
betting odds of a seller. If the majority of bets are against the
seller then the betting odd is 0 : 1, i.e., if a buyer places a
bet for the reputation of the seller and it wins then it will get
double the betting amount. Otherwise, the betting house will
get double the betting amount. In each bet, a buyer and seller
bet the same amount of fund the winner gets all such betted
funds. However, it is possible to place different betting odds.
As the betting odds are 0 : 1 in this example, the reputation
of the sellers is either 0 or 1. We use the following model of
data marketplace simulation (shown in Fig. 5(a)):
• At the start of each betting cycle channels are established

among the actors of the marketplace. We use proof of
work-based blockchain and offline channel simulator [19]
to simulate such events. The blockchain simulator is built
with asynchronous event simulation in Python.

• Next, a betting house determines the current betting odds
of each seller and announces it.

• Buyers place their bets by exchanging HTLCs with
betting houses.

• At the end of each betting cycle, all bets are settled as
each betting house or buyer claims tokens by publishing
HTLCs to the blockchain network. This closes or updates
their channels.

The results of the simulated execution of the data market-
place are shown in the figures below. As shown in the Fig. 5(b)
funds of irrational buyers becomes low as they lose bets on the
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Fig. 5: (a)Data marketplace simulator, (b) Funds of the buyers
after 20 rounds of betting on the seller’s reputation. It shows
that funds of rational buyers remain higher than irrational
buyers.
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Fig. 6: (a) Betting odds of the data sellers. It shows that betting
odds of good sellers remain higher than bad sellers, (b) Funds
of rational betting houses increase.

seller’s reputation. Fig. 6(a) shows that the reputation (betting
odds) of good sellers remains higher than the bad seller. Fig.
6(b) shows that funds of rational betting houses increase over
time.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a decentralised reputation
management system for IoT data marketplace. The proposed
reputation management system is secure and correct as it
will prevent biased feedbacks and incorrect aggregation of
feedbacks to calculate reputation.
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